July 24, 2014

The Honorable Jeh Johnson  
Secretary  
U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Dear Secretary Johnson:

We welcome President Obama’s announcement that he will be drawing on your recommendations for executive action to begin to fix the broken immigration system. As organizations with significant experience and commitment to civil and labor rights, we urge you to include, as part of broad relief efforts, measures to ensure that workplace retaliation and the enforcement of immigration law do not continue to interfere with workers’ ability to assert their rights on the job.

Across the country each day, we work to protect workers’ minimum wages, ensure healthy and safe workplaces, eliminate discrimination on the job, protect whistleblowers, and respond to retaliation. Our experience shows us that it is far too easy for bad employers to misuse our immigration system and that the Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) workplace enforcement policies frustrate efforts to win improvements. A policy change is urgently needed.

Workers who refuse to work in illegal or substandard conditions, or who speak up to improve those conditions, routinely face job loss and other tactics intended to defeat their organizing campaigns. Employers frequently threaten immigration retaliation when workers seek to better their conditions. Too often speaking out or engaging in concerted activity results in the workers being placed in immigration detention and deportation. Fewer immigrant workers act to protect and enforce their rights because of the clear link between asserting their rights and facing immigration enforcement. Workers legitimately fear that they or their co-workers will face immigration consequences if they stand up against low pay or labor or civil rights violations.

This system hurts not only workers, but good employers too. Exploitative employers use the current DHS enforcement regime to maintain below-market or illegally low pay and workplace standards. This gives them a competitive advantage over good employers who follow the law. Good employers are also disadvantaged – and wages and working conditions are depressed – when they are targeted for immigration enforcement over their competitors.

DHS must ensure that its actions do not discourage workers from taking action to protect and enforce their own rights and the rights of their co-workers and that immigration enforcement actions don’t otherwise undermine wages and working conditions.

We urge you to enact broad relief along with enforcement reforms to guarantee that DHS policies do not interfere with workers’ rights and that immigration enforcement and retaliation are not used by abusive employers. By acting and improving protections for workers who expose illegal workplace conditions, you will raise the standards of all this nation’s workplaces.
Sincerely,
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